Replacing bold individuals has a smaller impact on group performance than replacing shy individuals
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INTRODUCTION

The collective actions of social groups are shaped by the groups’ behavioral composition. Group members vary widely in their behavior (Jandt et al. 2014) and the distribution of behaviors that are represented in a group impacts how well the group performs (Pinter-Wollman 2012; Farine et al. 2015). For example, the proportion of aggressive (Pruitt and Riechert 2011a, 2011b), exploratory (Aplin et al. 2014; Hui and Pinter-Wollman 2014), sociable (Cote et al. 2012), or bold individuals (Dyer et al. 2009; Cote et al. 2011) in a group can impact how well it collectively finds and defends food and shelter. In some cases, just one or few individuals can have a disproportionately large impact on collective outcomes, either by performing more of the work than other group members or by changing the behavior of others (Robson and Taniello 1999). Such individuals are referred to as ‘keystone individuals’ (Modlmeier, Keiser, et al. 2014) and examples include leaders (Sumana and Sona 2013; Smith et al. 2016), tutors (Hare et al. 2001; Franz and Nunn 2009), and disease super-spreaders (Lloyd-Smith et al. 2005).

Because keystone individuals have a large impact on a group’s success, losing those individuals, for example, because they die or disperse, can have dire consequences for the entire group (Modlmeier, Keiser, et al. 2014). For example, the removal of a keystone individual in primates (Flack et al. 2006) and whales (Williams and Lusseau 2006) results in an unstable social structure, African elephant groups that lose their matriarch cannot find scarce water holes during droughts, which leads to higher mortality (Foley et al. 2008) and the loss of a keystone individual in ant colonies reduces nest relocation efficiency (Sumana and Sona 2013). Notably, some or all of the effects of the keystone individual may linger after its disappearance (Pruitt and Pinter-Wollman 2015). One possible mechanism that may underlie such lingering effects is that another
group member assumes the role of the keystone individual that disappeared. In social insects, when workers are removed from a colony, their vacant positions are filled by other workers who were previously engaged in different tasks (Gordon 1989; Gordon 1996; O'Donnell 1998; Breed et al. 2002; O'Donnell 2006; Gardner et al. 2007; Beverly et al. 2009; Pinter-Wollman et al. 2012). Flexibility in the roles that individuals play within their groups helps to fortify social groups against environmental perturbation. Still, to date, only little is known about whether keystone individuals, who are a rare phenotype in groups, are replaceable. Here we examine if a certain individual needs to persist in its colony for its social influence to emerge, or whether any individual with the same behavioral attributes can assume the keystone’s role.

In the social spider *Stegodyphus dumicola*, keystone individuals play an important role in determining group performance. *S. dumicola* spiders live in colonies of up to several hundred individuals that exhibit cooperative behaviors such as prey capture and alloparental care (Henschel et al. 1995; Henschel 1998; Avilés et al. 1999; Bilde et al. 2007). Individuals in a colony vary in their boldness—measured as the latency of an individual to recover from an adverse stimulus—such that most individuals in a colony are shy and only few are bold (Pinter-Wollman et al. 2016). Providing just one bold individual to a group of all shy individuals greatly improves the group’s ability to capture prey (Keiser and Pruitt 2014; Pruitt and Keiser 2014; Pruitt et al. 2016) and to defend itself from predators (Wright et al. 2016). This positive effect of a keystone individual will persist even after it is removed from the colony, provided that its tenure in the group was longer than 10 days (Pruitt and Pinter-Wollman 2015).

Here, we test if the effects of a keystone individual on group performance can be maintained after its removal by providing the group with a new bold individual from outside the group but from the same source colony. We hypothesize that such a new bold individual will quickly assume the role of a keystone and will maintain the high collective performance of the group. However, a turnover in the identity of the boldest individual in the group reduces the group’s social stability, defined as the consistent identity of individuals comprising a group. Previous studies have shown that disrupting social stability by manipulating the identity of shy individuals in a group results in a decrease in the repeatability of boldness (Laskowski and Pruitt 2014; Modlmeier, Laskowski, et al. 2014) and in overall group performance (Laskowski et al. 2016). Therefore, we alternatively hypothesize that disrupting the group’s social stability by replacing the keystone individual with a different bold individual will reduce the collective performance of the group, as does the perturbation of shy individuals. We evaluate these 2 hypotheses by iteratively replacing the boldest individual in the group with bold individuals from the same source colony but who were not previously integrated in the experimental group and subsequently examining the groups’ collective prey capture behavior. We compare the group’s performance when capturing prey with the collective performance of groups 1) in which a shy individual was iteratively replaced and 2) no individuals were replaced. We predict that if a new bold individual quickly assumes the keystone individual’s role, groups in which the boldest individual was iteratively replaced will exhibit little change over time in their collective performance, similarly to groups in which no social perturbations occurred. Alternatively, if any disruption to the social stability of a group reduces its performance, we predict that both the bold and the shy replacement procedures will reduce group performance over time and that the control groups, in which no social perturbations occurred, will outperform the groups in both replacement treatments. We further examine if any effects on group performance emerge from the actions of the keystone individual or from changes to the behavior of all other group members.

**METHODS**

**Animal collection and maintenance**

Colonies of *S. dumicola* were collected from roadside *Acacia* trees in the Northern Cape of South Africa in November 2015. Colonies were transported to the laboratory at the University of California, San Diego where they were fed with crickets weekly. In April-May 2016, we created 27 groups of 10 individually marked subadult females. We used acrylic paint to uniquely mark the abdomen of each spider. All individuals in each group came from one source colony, that is, individuals from different source colonies were not mixed. We measured the boldness (as described below) and mass (to 0.001 g) of all the spiders at the beginning and end of the experiment. We assigned 9 shy (latency to resume movement 400–600 s) individuals and one bold (latency to resume movement 0–200 s) individual to each group. Group size and composition followed previous work in this species that showed that the boldest individual in a group of 10 individuals acts as a keystone individual (Pruitt and Keiser 2014). Individuals that were not assigned to the experimental groups, including those with a boldness score of 200–400, were returned to the source colony. This distribution of many shy individuals, few or no intermediate individuals, and a small number of very bold individuals is typical for *S. dumicola* colonies (Pinter-Wollman et al. 2016). Groups were housed in 710 ml round plastic deli containers with a 5 × 5 cm chicken wire sheet that allowed the spiders to build both a retreat and a capture web. For the social perturbation experiments described below, we further isolated a large number of bold and shy individuals in 60 ml containers, where they were fed ad lib until they were added to the experimental groups.

**Social perturbation experiments**

To determine how social stability influences the effects of a keystone individual on group performance, we assigned the 27 groups to 3 different treatments with 9 groups in each treatment. Each source colony contributed evenly to the 3 treatments. In our experimental treatment, we replaced the boldest individual twice a week (i.e., every 3–4 days) for 3 weeks. Replacement was conducted by identifying the boldest individual in the group according to its unique paint marking, removing it from the group, and adding a previously isolated bold individual from the same source colony into the group. Isolated individuals maintain their boldness for up to 90 days (Pinter-Wollman et al. 2016). Individuals that were removed from the group were returned to their source colony and were not reused in the experiment. As a control for the replacement procedure, we replaced a shy individual twice a week for 3 weeks in another 9 groups, using isolated shy individuals from the same source colony to replace them. Shy individuals were replaced on the same days as the bold individuals in the experimental treatment. To ensure that the shy- and bold-replacement treatments were similar, we replaced just 1 of the shy individuals such that the boldest individual and 8 of the shy individuals remained in the group for the entire duration of the study. Only 1 shy individual was repeatedly replaced, using a different individual for each replacement, as in the bold-replacement treatment. Finally, 9 groups were assigned to a “socially stable” control in which no individuals were removed.
from or added to the group. To control for the disturbance caused by replacing spiders in the other 2 treatments, the containers of the groups in the “socially stable” treatment were handled in the same way as the containers of the groups in the other 2 treatments but without changing group composition. Because we did not aim to test the well documented (Keiser and Pruitt 2014; Pruitt and Keiser 2014; Pruitt and Pinter-Wollman 2015; Pruitt et al. 2016; Wright et al. 2016) effects of the presence or absence of a keystone individual on group performance, we did not include groups in which there were no bold individuals.

**Boldness assays**

To determine the boldness of spiders we used an established assay (Riechert and Hedrick 1993). Boldness was measured by placing a spider in a plastic container (15 × 15 cm) and after a 30 s acclimation period, administering 2 puffs of air to the anterior prosoma using an infant nose CLEANING bulb. In response to this stimulus, spiders stand still and pull their legs close to the body. Boldness was measured as the latency to resume movement and move one body length from their original position after the air puffs. Because bold individuals resume movement faster, we subtracted the latency to resume movement from the maximum duration of the procedure (600 s) to provide an intuitive metric that increases with boldness. This boldness measure is highly repeatable in this species ($r > 0.62$) (Keiser, Modlmeier, et al. 2014; Laskowski and Pruitt 2014).

**Prey response**

To determine the speed with which groups attacked prey, we examined their latency of response to vibrations on their capture web. We used a custom-made vibratory device assembled from an Arduino Uno board, a vibratory motor, and a metal wire to vibrate a 1 × 1 cm piece of paper that we placed in the capture web. The Arduino board was programmed to vibrate the piece of paper in pulses that varied randomly between 0.5 and 1.5 s in the duration of the vibration and the pauses between vibrations, to most closely simulate the irregular vibrations that a prey makes when it is captured in the web (Hedrick and Riechert 1989). We continued to vibrate the paper until a spider touched it, or until 10 min elapsed. We noted the latency of the first individual to attack the simulated prey (i.e., make physical contact with the piece of paper) and its identity. Information on the identity of the first attacker allowed us to determine the proportion of prey attacks in which the keystone individual participated. If none of the individuals in the colony responded to the vibrations for 10 min, we stopped the trial and did not include it in further analysis. We tested prey response once a week for 3 weeks such that the first trial was performed after one spider replacement, the second after 3 replacements, and the third prey trial after 5 replacements. We chose to conduct the experiment for 3 weeks because the effects of a keystone individual on prey attack can linger after it is removed from a colony for up to 3 weeks (Pruitt and Pinter-Wollman 2015). Thus, if the first replacement of the keystone individual had a substantial impact on group behavior, we would likely observe it by the end of 3 weeks.

**Relationship between response to simulated prey and weight gain**

To reduce the likelihood of mortality from starvation during the study, all experimental groups received a 4-week old live cricket (*Acheta domestica*) after the prey trials, regardless of their response to the simulated vibrations. This procedure ensured that all individuals had an opportunity to feed, resulting in nonsignificant differences among treatments in weight gain, as detailed below. To determine if a colony’s response to a simulated prey can be used as a proxy for the direct benefits of individuals’ weight gain, we examined the relationship between these 2 measures when colonies were not provided with food ad lib. We conducted these trials with colonies of adult females, which are more robust than subadults to food limitation (Lichtenstein et al. 2017). We measured the weight of each individual in 18 groups, each comprised of 9 shy and 1 bold adult females. We tested colonies’ latency to attack prey using a vibratory stimulus, as described above, 3 times over the course of 3 days to establish the average colonies’ response to prey. The containers in which these groups were housed had an opening at the bottom, which allowed crickets that were not captured to writhe through the silk and escape, as in Pruitt and Riechert (2011a). We provided colonies with feeding opportunities twice per week for 3 weeks to allow for sufficient opportunities to capture the crickets and feed. After 3 weeks, we reweighed the spiders and measured the relative weight gained by each individual (change in mass/starting mass). Colonies used for this component of the study were not used in any other experiments.

**Data analysis**

To determine if latency to attack prey differed among social stability treatments and whether it changed over time, we used a Linear Mixed Model (LMM) with estimates chosen to optimize the log-likelihood criterion, because our data were normally distributed—determined by investigating the qqplot fits to 5 different distributions. The response variable was latency to attack prey (seconds) and the independent variables were social stability treatment, week, and the interaction term treatment × week as fixed effects, and group ID nested in source colony ID as a random effect. To examine how changes in boldness or in weight were affected by social stability treatment, we used 2 LMM tests with the response variable being either the average change in boldness across all colony members or the average proportion of weight gained between the beginning and end of the study. The independent variables in both these models were treatment as a fixed effect and colony origin as a random effect. LMMs were implemented using the “lme4” package (Bates et al. 2015). To determine the confidence of our estimates, we ran a Wald Chi-squared test using the Anova R function on the LMM results. Post-hoc tests of these models were implemented in the “lsmeans” package using the “lsmeans” and “lstrends” functions (Lenth 2016) in R version 3.1.2 (R Core Team 2014). To determine if the proportion of trials in which the keystone individual participated differed among social stability treatments each week, we used a chi-squared test. Finally, we tested for an association between colonies’ average mass gain and their latency to attack using a Pearson’s correlation.

**RESULTS**

The 3 treatments differed in how latency to attack prey changed over time. Latency to attack prey increased in groups where a shy individual was iteratively replaced but did not change significantly over time in the other 2 treatments (Table 1, Supplementary Table S1, Figure 1). A post-hoc test of the change in latency to attack over time revealed a significant linear trend only for the shy replacement treatment ($P = 0.004$) but no significant changes over time for the other 2 treatments. Furthermore, by the third week, the groups in which a shy individual was iteratively replaced performed...
significantly worse during prey capture than the control groups in which no individuals were replaced (post-hoc Tukey test: \( P < 0.05 \), Figure 1). The random effect “source colony” accounted for 16% of the variance in the model and “group ID” for 10%.

We found that latency to attack prey is a reliable proxy for group performance. Undisturbed groups that attacked a simulated prey the fastest gained the most weight in situations where prey were permitted to escape (Pearson correlation: \( r = -0.66, P = 0.003 \), Figure 2). However, the social stability treatments did not differ in the proportion of weight gained over the 3 weeks of the experiment (LMM of proportion of mass gained as a function of social stability treatment: \( \chi^2 = 2.25, df = 2, P > \chi^2 = 0.32 \), Supplementary Table S2).

Social stability treatments differed in the proportion of attacks in which the boldest individual participated. The boldest individual in the group participated in significantly more attacks when the bold individual was repeatedly replaced, as compared with the shy replacement and socially stable treatments in the first and third weeks (\( \chi^2; P < 0.0001 \), Figure 3). There was no significant difference among the treatments on the second week (Figure 3).

Treatments differed in how individuals changed their boldness over the 3 weeks of the experiment. The boldness of individuals in groups where the boldest individual was iteratively replaced increased over the course of the experiment. This change was significantly greater than the change in boldness in groups in which a shy individual was iteratively replaced, where boldness changed very little (LMM of change in boldness as a function of social stability treatment: \( \chi^2 = 9.02, df = 2, P > \chi^2 = 0.011 \), Supplementary Table S3, Figure 4).

**DISCUSSION**

Colonies were more sensitive to the repeated replacement of a shy individual than the repeated replacement of a bold individual, as exhibited by a reduction in colonies’ speed of collective prey attack.
over time. These differences in how colonies responded to turnover in group membership of shy versus bold constituents can potentially be explained by changes in the boldness of other group members (Figure 4) and/or by differences in the participation of the keystone individual in collective prey attacks (Figure 5), as discussed below.

Iteratively replacing the boldest individual in a group only slightly decreased the well-documented positive effects that keystones have on their colony’s collective aggressiveness (Keiser, Jones, et al. 2014; Keiser and Pruitt 2014; Pruitt and Keiser 2014). Consistent with previous work (Laskowski et al. 2016), after 3 weeks, our control groups outperformed the groups in which shy individuals were repeatedly replaced (Figure 1). We further observed slower collective response to prey over time for the shy-replacement groups compared with the shy-replacement groups in the last week (Figure 1). A possible explanation for this surprising result is the observed change in boldness of all group members. When the boldest individual was replaced repeatedly, other group members increased their boldness, compared to the shy replacement treatment (Figure 4). Previous work has shown that bolder groups are more aggressive than shy ones in collective prey attacks (Keiser, Jones, et al. 2014; Wright et al. 2015). Thus, any decrease in group-wide aggressiveness during foraging as a result of keystone removal may be offset by the increase in the boldness of otherwise shy colony members (Figure 4). Furthermore, it has been shown that *S. dumicola* groups become more timid when a few shy individuals are replaced (Laskowski et al. 2016), which is consistent with our observation of longer latencies to attack in these colonies (Figure 1). It is possible that because bold individuals tend to perform riskier tasks (Wright et al. 2015, 2016), they are also more likely to persist. It thus stands to reason that colonies of *S. dumicola* may have been subjected to an evolutionary history where the disappearance of bold group members is common. If this is true and if the effects of such members on group performance are positive, as our data suggest, then individuals within these colonies should evolve mechanisms of resilience in the face of the disappearance or demise of their boldest group members. Social spider groups are indeed quite robust to the disappearance of their boldest individuals (Pruitt and Pinter-Wollman 2015). However, repeatedly losing shy individuals might signal to the group that the threat of predation is high, which could then lead to more cautious behavior in the form of lower average boldness and an increased latency to attack at the colony level, as was observed here. Another nonmutually exclusive explanation of our results is that shy individuals interact more with one another than bold individuals and thus, removing and replacing these individuals has a large effect on the social dynamics of the colony. Consistent with this interpretation, shy individuals in this species tend to spend the majority of their time nestled together within their nests (Wright et al. 2015, 2016). Likewise, in other species of social spiders (Riechert and Jones 2008; Holbrook et al. 2014) and in some mammals (Fuong et al. 2015), shy individuals have different interaction patterns than their bold counterparts. Thus, it is possible that the replacement of a highly interactive shy individual was more conspicuous to the other group members than the replacement of a bold individual, given that bold individuals may not interact with other individuals as frequently. Further detailed examination of the interactions among spiders could shed light on these possibilities.

The faster response to the simulated prey in the bold-replacement groups compared with the shy-replacement groups in the last week of the study could further be explained by the participation of the keystone individual in the prey attacks. In the last week of the study, the keystone individual did not participate in any attacks of the shy-replacement or the control, no-replacement, groups. However,
the keystone individual participated in 40% of attacks by the bold-replacement groups (Figure 3). Previous work on this species has shown that the percentage of prey attacks in which the keystone individual participates is 30–40% only for the first 3 days after colony establishment and then goes down to less than 10% after the sixth day (Pruitt and Pinter-Wollman 2015). Prey trials in the current study were conducted 3 days after the most recent individual replacement, effectively maintaining colonies in a constant state of early development. Bold individuals perform a great deal of work shortly after colony establishment (Keiser and Pruitt 2014; Pruitt and Pinter-Wollman 2015; Wright et al. 2016), thus constantly providing the colonies with a new bold individual potentially prevented them from moving into later organizational stages in which bold individuals decrease their involvement in collective actions.

Our work highlights the flexibility and robustness of social systems by showing that the keystone individual does not necessarily have to be a specific, familiar, or socially integrated individual to serve its role. We found that societies can be robust to social perturbations by replacing key individuals with new ones and that colonies are flexible in accepting novel individuals into the keystone role, specifically when the new individuals have the appropriate behavioral type. Our work suggests that the ways in which keystone individuals impact collective outcomes differ between socially stable groups and those that experience social instability. When groups experience instability in the keystone individual, the behavior of other group members—boldness in our study system—begins to resemble that of the keystone individual. Furthermore, a new keystone individual participates in more collective prey attacks than established keystone individuals in stable groups. Experimental manipulations of social composition are fundamental for uncovering how the identity of individuals impacts a group’s collective actions. However, such manipulations are not always possible or ethical. By uncovering how social spider groups overcome repeated losses of keystone individuals, our work can shed light on the mechanisms that underlie social robustness in other systems that are less amenable to experimental manipulations but go through repeated losses of leaders, for example, due to poaching or management actions.
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